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confessignorance,which is after all what the •vhole proceedingplainly
shows.

Plate IV furnishes a very striking and interesting illustration of headmarkings, with arrows arranged to showyhow one form of marking may
have been derived from another, and how all may be reduced to five
general types. As, however, the birds representing the successivestages
of modificationbelong usually to distantly related genera, or even families, and as the relationships, as our author says in the text (p. t87) "are
not supposedto be genetic," it may be asked, Of what practical utility is
this elaborate generalization ? Or •vhat light does it throw upon the real
method of evolution of these various patterns ?

Great stress is laid upon the "primitive streaked plumage," and upon
the streaked feather as a primitive type. While this may be true in a
restricted sense,and form a test of grade in a group of closely allied
species, it fails when taken in a general sense, as for instance in comparing Pigeons and Tinamous (genus Ti•amtes) as groups with Thrushes
and Sparrows, or many 'low' groups with higher ones.
While Mr. Keeler's book is highly original in both conception and execution, and exceedingly novel and interesting in its pictorial illustrations,
it displays,we are pained to say, much misdirectedenergy; and unlessthe
lay reader and the novice keep in mind the opening paragraph of the
preface, they are liable to acquire a large amount of misinformation.-J. A. A.
Beddard's •Animal Coloration.' • --The presentvolume, saysthe author,
is addressedto persons having no special knowledge of zo61ogy, and its
aim is "to furnish a general notion of the facts and theories relating to
Animal Coloration." "It contains hardly anything novel, but professes
to give some accountof the principal phenomenaof coloration exhibited

by animals." It is thus mainly a review of previoustheoriesand the facts
on which they are based,with a running critical commentary representing the views of the author respectingthe many disputedpoints at issue.
It consistsof six chapters, having the following headings: I. 'Introduc-

tory.--The Principal Factsof Animal Coloration'(pp. t-4 t); II. 'Coloration affectedby the Environment' (pp. 42-8•); III. 'Protective Coloration'

(pp. 83-•47); IV. 'Warning Coloration' (pp. z•8-•9•); V. 'Protective
Mimicry' (pp. •93-•52); VI. 'Sexual Coloration' (pp. :53-•8:).
Mr. Beddard distinguishes 'Colour' from 'Coloration,' the former relat-

ing to the actual tints, the latter to the arrangement or pattern of these
tints. Colors are due either solely to the presence of definite pigments,
• AnimalColoration] an Accountof [ The PrincipalFactsand TheoriesI relatingto
the I ColorsandMarking•ofAnimals.]By] FrankE. Beddard,M. A. Oxon., F. R.
S. E., etc., I Prosectorto the ZoologicalSocietyof London,Lectureron Biologyat
Guy's Hospital [ ¾VithFour Colored Plates; and ¾Voodcuts
in the Text [ [Monogram]London: Swan,Sonnenschein
& Co. [ NewYork: Macmillan& Co. [
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or in part to optical effects, due to mechanical structure, as in the case of
iridescent feathers, scales, etc., by which the light rays are scattered, diffi'acted, or unequally reft'acted; in snch cases,hoxvever, a background of
dark pigment is necessary for the display of the metallic lustre. A

variety of pigments has been found and chemically analysed, by which
it is found that the same color, even in allied forms, is not always due to

the same pigment. "The brown colour of birds is chiefly due not to one
pigment, but to two apparently distinct pigments, which give different
chemical reactions."

The green color of the Turacou is due to an

entireiy different pigment t¾om that xvhich causes the green color in
Parrots. Thus the same effect is often produced by quite different pigments. Again, differently colored animals have the same pigment, as in
the caseof the very differently colored sexesin the Parrots of the genus
Eclectzts,the color differencebeing due to a differencein the structure of

the feathers,the males in these Parrotsbeing coloredgreen and the'
females

red.

Color is believed to be "a normal product of organization, entirely
independentof utility"; yet there is goodevidencethat" 'coloration' bears
often a distinct relation to the needs of the animal," and may therefore be
modified by 'natnral selection,' using this term in its broadest sense. On
the other hand, it is quite evident that coloration is not always in harmony
with the mode of life of the animal, while often 'complex •narkings' are

so placed as to be of no possible use to the animal possessingthem. It is
hence fi'equently impossible to advance any reasonable hypothesis to
account for their presence. Hence Mr. Beddard freely admits that the

"action of natural selection"in producingcolor changesis li•nited. He
also calls attentionto the comparativeconstancyof color and color markings throughout whole genera and even fatnilies, and also that the same
plan of coloration is often repeated in very distantly related groups.
This fact is sometimesexplainedon the ground of mi•nicry, but in many
casessuch an explanation is beyond supposition.

In someinstancesthere is apparentlysomerelation betweencoloration
and structureof the underlying parts of the organism,but the caseswhere
this is obvious,or where some better explanationmay not be suggested,
are very few: the agree•nent is, we believe, more a matter of chance
coincidence than one of any deeper relation.
In discussingchangesof color during the lifetime of the individual, Mr.
Beddard points out various flaws in the reasontingof Weismann and Poul-

ton on the subject,but leavesmuch unsaid that may be urged in opposition to their views. Lack of space,however, forbidsentering upon the
subject in this connection.

Mr. Beddard,we are glad to see, is willing to grant that the influenceof

an animal's surroundingsmay exercisea direct• influence upon its
coloration without the intervention of the agency of 'natural selection.'

Under this headare very properly consideredthe seasonalchangesof
many Arctic animals,
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The subject of 'Protective Coloration' is discnssed at considerable
ength, and for the most part with commendableconservatism,in comparison with the credulous spirit in which the subject is often handled.
Many previously alleged casesof protective coloration are considered as

not proven,or as;ubjudice, or as tnoresatisfactorilyexplaiuablein other
xvays. Furthermore, he does not consider that protective resemblances
between animals and their surroundings have all hcen produced by
nai:urat selection, citing many instances in which the assimilation of
color to the natural surroundingsis pretty obviously due to food,--as

notablyamongthe variousmarineanimal• which feedupon the brightly
coloredseaweedsamongwhich they tlve. He says(p. x32): "Considering the resistant nature of manypigmentary substances,vegetable as
well as animal, it is at least probable that a large number of cases
of color resemblance, often set'doxvn to the action of natural selection,

may be due, as in the caseof Eunœce,to the simple excretion by the skin
of these pig:nents which have been taken in as food. Until more is
kno•vu abont the chemical composition of animal pigments, t'l wotdd be
rash lo adoill an elaborale e•jblanatt'on when lhe more sœm•ble
one would
be su•ffct'enl." If the course recommendedin the passagewe have itallcised in the above quotation •vere generally followed in similar cases,
much •vorthless speculation would be saved, greatly to the advantage
of real scientific progress. Again Mr. Beddard observes: "At every
step, in fact, in the study of animal coloration, we are met •vith closed
doors, which can only be nnlocked by keys furnished by an intimate

chemical and physiological knoxvledgesuch as we do not at present
possess"(p. •4o).
The subjectof 'Warning Colors' is discussedat considerable length and
with great candor. Here Mr. Beddard's remark that "The field of hypotheses has no limits," and that •vhat we need is "more study," applies
with specialforce. After reviewing the evidence,pro and con, he appears
to arrive at the conclusion that 'warning colors,' particularly in insects
and the lower forms of life generally, have not heen evolved for the
express purpose of waruing, but rather that they are concomitaut with
inedibility--"that
the brilliant colors (œ. e., the abundant secretion of
pigment) have caused the inedibility of the species,rather than that the
inedibility has uecessitatedthe production of bright color as an advertisement" (p. x73). The theory of warning colors is, of course, that they
have been especiallyevolved to give notice of some disagreeablequality.

The skunk (genus Me•ht'lt•) has cometo be a classicillustration of the
theory. Bnt Mr. Beddard points out that in South America skunks are
not fi'ee from enemies, being the prey, and sometimes the chief food, of
many rapacious birds; and those readers of 'The Auk' who have had much

acquaintancewith our Great Horned Owl cangive corroborativetestimony
in respect to those of North America.

Closely related to the theory of 'warning colors'is that of 'Protective

Mimicry,'to whichit is supposed
to furnishsupport. This theoryorigi-
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nated with Mr. H. W. Bates, the well-kno•vn English naturalist who
spent so many years on the Amazon in South America. It was suggested
by his finding that a certain gronp of butterflies (Heliconidze), conspicuously banded with ye!low and black,.were provided xvith certain glands
which secrete a nauseating fluid, supposed to render them unpalatable to
birds. In the same situations were also found similarly colored bntterfiles
belonging to another fiimily (Pierida•), which so closely resembled the
others in shape and markings as to be easily mistaken for them, but which
were unprovided with the scent-secretingglands, and were thns unprotected froin attacks from birds. This resemblance it was thought was
brought about by natural selectionfor the protection of the edible butterflies through the birds mistaking them for theinedible kind. Other cases
of mimicry among a great variety of insects have since been pointed out,
and the theory of protective mimicry bas secured many adherents. A
close scrutiny of these alleged cases, however, shows that in many
instauces, and to a considerableextent, 'protection fails to protect.' Mr.
Beddard gives the evidence in favor of mimicry at some length, interspersedwith some rebutting comment, and then discussesthe objections
to the theory. The discussionis too long to be followed here, and the
objectio•mtoo nnmerous even for recapitulation. One is that resemblances
occur between animals inhabiting widely separated areas which are so
close that if the same forms were found together one would be considered
as a case of mimicry of the other. Again resemblancesoccur between

distantly related forms •ound in the same country in which neither has
any special means of protection, and hence the 'mimicry' is without any
protective effect. Again, casesoccur where the resemblanceis a positive
disadvantage to the mimicker. Many special cases, as o• flies mimicking
bees, spiders mimicking ants, etc., are dealt with separately, and tbe
objections in each case seem fairly conclnsive. In commenting upon
the rarity of even alleged casesof mimicry among mammals, Mr. Beddard
considers that this fact is not remarkable, when we consider how few the

total number of mammals is when compared with insects, and that out of
the vast assemblageof the latter "it would be strange if there were not

many casesof accidentaIresemblance;and there are many such" (p. 237) .
In 'Chapter VI. Sexual Coloration,' Mr. Beddard appears to wholly
reject Mr. Darwin's much ad:nired theory of 'Sexual Selection,' and quotes
at length Mr. Wailace's recluclt'oad absurd•m, which, as illustrating the
view of an ultra natural selectionist, may well be here transcribed: "Natural selection ....
acts perpetually and on an enormous scale in

weeding out the 'unfit' at every stage of existence,and preserving only
those which are in all respectsthe very best....
Now this extremely
rigid action of natural selection must render any attempt to select mere
ornament utterly nugatory, unless the most ornamented always coincide
with 'the fittest' in every other respect; while if they do so coincide,then

any selectionof ornament is altogether superfluous. If the most brightly
coloured and fullest plumaged males are not the most healthy and rig-
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orous,have not the best instinctsfor the proper constructionaudconcealment of the nest, and for the care and protection of the young, they are
certainly not the fittest, and will not survive, or be the parents of survivors. If, on the other hand, there is generally this correlation--if, as
has been here argued, ornament is the natural product and direct outcotne
of superabundanthealth and vigour, then no other mode of selection is
needed to account for the presence of such ornament. The action of
natnral selection does not indeeddisprove the existence of female selection

of ornamentas ornament, but it rendersit entirely iueffective;and as the
direct evidence for any such female selection is ahnost nil, while the

objectionsto it are certainly weighty, there can be no longer any reason
for upholding a theory which was provisionally useful in calling attention
to a most curious and suggestivebody of facts,bnt which is now no longer
tenable.

m

Mr. Beddardadds: "In short, we find that the secondarysexual characters of animals are dependent upon the germ glands themselves; and
that the sexual diversity of animals is also associatedxvith differences of
disposition and habit. There is a fundamental difference between males
and females, based upon the actual difference of sex, which generally

findsan expressionin outward unlikeness. Thesesuperficialdifferences
may also be partly due to the different mode of life led by the two sexes.
We meet with them in animals wbich cannot be moved by choice or
msthetic preference;but it is also true that they are most highly developed in the higher animals, •vhere such choice is at least conceivable; the
mammal, however, forms a very important exception to this statement"
(p. 282).

A fine vein of irony occasionallyappears in Mr. Beddard's comments
upon alleged cases of mi•nicry, and especially of alleged instances of
sexual selection, as in respect to tim mating and 'love dances'of spiders.
Bnt on the whole his criticisms are suggestiverather than aggressive.
We have long been of the opinion that most of the casesof supposed
'warning colors,' of mimicry, and sexual selectionwere to be much more
satisfactorilyaccountedfor on other groundsthan by the specialtheories
that have of late proved sopopular with superficialwriters, andapparently
so fascinating to the still less discerning public, and •ve are glad to
welcome so healthy an antidote to this mild phase of scientific lunacy as
Mr. Beddard'sbook on 'Animal Coloration.'--J. A. A.
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